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Modern Treasury and Metropolitan
Commercial Bank Partner to Provide
Automated Payment Operations
Isaac M. O'Bannon •  Nov. 09, 2021

Modern Treasury, a payments operations software provider, and Metropolitan
Commercial Bank, (MCB), a bank focused on the most entrepreneurial platforms and
marketplaces, today announced a new integration for automated payment
operations that simpli�es the management of the entire cycle of money movement.

Modern Treasury’s payment operations platform enables companies to make and
manage payments via a dashboard or Application Programming Interface (API),
track transactions in real time, and automatically reconcile cash across multiple
MCB accounts.

“The pace of business is moving faster, and our clients want solutions like Modern
Treasury to get a fast and comprehensive view into money movement,” says Nick
Rosenberg, Executive Vice President and Head of Global Payments Group at MCB.
“We’re pleased to build this partnership as we seek to offer our clients quality global
payments solutions on the market.”

Metropolitan Commercial Bank is an established leader in digital payments and is
keeping pace with rapid industry evolution and the trend toward digital currency
services, mobile payment apps and all that �ntech is advancing in the market.

“We are thrilled to partner with Metropolitan Commercial Bank and bring forward
new solutions to entrepreneurial clients around the US,” says Dimitri Dadiomov, co-
founder and CEO of Modern Treasury.

The addition of Virtual Accounts to Modern Treasury means customers have greater
visibility into payments in motion—where they come from and why — which helps
streamline the reconciliation of incoming payments. The product adds to Modern
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Treasury’s ability to enable companies, neobanks, digital wallets, and �ntechs to
move money with greater con�dence.

Ronald Oliveira, CEO of Revolut, a mutual customer, adds, “Revolut is building the
world’s �rst global �nancial super app and MCB has played an integral role in
enabling us to offer robust �nancial services to our growing customer base. We
continuously strive to provide our customers with better �nancial services and look
forward to doing so through MCB and its partnership with Modern Treasury.”
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